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Cartoon free games .Nanning Port Nanning Port is a
canal-mouth harbor on the Yangtze River in
Nanning, the capital of Guangxi Zhuang
Autonomous Region, China. The port was built in
2010 to help relieve the congestion in the city's old
river port, which was located 3 km from the main
city. The port has an expected throughput of 1.28
million tons annually, more than 2.6 times of
Guangxi's annual fishing output. See also List of
East Asian ports and harbors References
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atm and I'm using this: [ Astronomers observe
“bright spots” on massive planets. These are called
star spots, but they appear as a dark, full moon in
the sky, so they’re more confusing than they are



informative. For the first time, astronomers are able
to see a star spot on a massive planet in the Milky
Way. The star spots on a planet are much more than
a curiosity. As explained in the Earth Post (see
article below), star spots form on a planet when high
pressure in a planet’s upper atmosphere creates a
hotspot. The larger a planet, the bigger the spot.
Astronomers have seen star spots on planets that
are the size of Jupiter or
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